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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose is to prove 
THEOREM 1. The set of points periodic under an automorphism A of a 
compact connected Abelian group X whose character group I’ is Jinitely A- 
generated, is dense. 
This problem was suggested by Rohlin’s interesting use in [I] of the 
corresponding statement for a finite-dimensional torus in connection with 
entropy theory. 
Throughout X, r will denote a compact connected Abelian group and its 
torsion-free character group, respectively. A will denote an automorphism of 
X. Homomorphisms, their duals, restrictions, and factors will be denoted 
by the same symbol. We assume that there exist yI , ys ,..., ym E I’ such that 
the smallest subgroup of r containing y1 ? ys ,..., yk and invariant under A, 
A-l is r, i.e., 
r = (A; y1 ,..., YJ = r14, A-%% yi ,..., YJ, 
IL=0 
where [A; ‘yl ,..., yk] is the set of all elements of the form 
P,(A) ~1 + m.0 + P,(A) y/c 
with p,(X),..., p,(h) E Z[h], the ring of polynomials with integer coefficients. 
The dual statement of Theorem 1 is 
,fll (A” - 4 r = (0) U-1) 
and this we will prove. 
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If (1.1) is false, then there exist Q#), @l(X) E Z[X], i, j = l,..., k and 
integers ma,, 3 0 such that 
(A” - I) PypfQl) y1 + -*- + pp’(A) YE:) 
=41(A)Yl+“‘+qk(A)rk10 U-2) 
for all integers n = 1, 2,... . Now for each n there exist G)(h), @)(h) E Z[Xj 
such that u(“)(X) (Xn - 1) + G)(X) h”n = 1. Applying G)(A) 8”~ to both 
sides and adding u(n)(A) (An - I) (p,(A) 3/1 + =.. + pk(B)yx) to both sides 
of (1.2) we get 
rl”)(h) = P(A) pp’(x) + zP(A) q,(A) E z&q. 
Consequently (1.1) is equivalent to 
fi @” - I) [& y1 ,a-*, yk] = (0). 
n=1 
(We note that A is an isomorphism of [A; y1 ,.,., rk] into itself.) 
2. A SYSTEM OF POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES 
We shall need the following: 
THEOREM 2. If  q(h), r(h) E Z[A], where r(h) is a primitive p5Zynomial 
not divisible by A, and if there exist p(“)(A), S(~)(A) E Z[h], n = 1, 2,..., such that 
(An - l)p’n’(X) - q(h) = s(n)(h) Y(h) (2.lj 
for all z = 1, 2,..., then r(h) divides q(h). 
Proof. Put r’ = Z[h]/Y, where $ is the ideal generated by r(X) and let A 
be the isomorphism of r’ induced by the mapping p(X) -+ hpjh) of Z[A] into 
itself. We have to show that & (An - I) r’ = (0) in order to prove the theo- 
rem. 
Let r(h) = Y@ + Y,A + es* + r,h”, where yi E Z and r, and I’, are not zero. 
We will show that if nr’ = (ny for y  E T“), then rl/‘&’ is finite for those n 
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for which (n, r,) = 1. In fact if p(h) E Z[h] is of degree m > u, then there 
exists polynomials s(h), U(A) in Z[h] such that 
ry+y+q = s(h) + u(A) Y(A), (2.2) 
where deg (s(h)) < u. Since (yU , n) = 1 there exists a, b E 2 such that 
~r”‘+‘+~ + bn = 1, and so by multiplying both sides of (2.2) by (2 and adding 
bnE;)(A) to both sides we see that there exists s’(h), w(h) E Z[A] such that 
p(4 = s’(4 + $4 44 + nw(A>, 
where deg (s’(h)) < u and the coefficients of s’(A) are nonnegative integers 
less than n. Thus Z[A]/% is finite where A! is the ideal generated by r(h) 
and n. But r’/nI” is isomorphic to Z[A]/X and so is also finite. 
Now we show that the homomorphism A induced on I”/nr’ is an iso- 
morphism if (n, rs) = 1. Sayf(h), U(A), a(h) E Z[A] such that 
Al(A) = u(A) r(h) + nw(h). 
I f  we put 
u(h) = u(0) + Au’(h) and w(A) = w(0) + Ad(A), 
then 
JJv) = (u(O) + W4) f-(4 + nq> + d4q 
= u(0) r(h) + no(O) + h(u’(h) r(h) + nw’(A)). 
Thus the constant term on the right-hand side of this identity is 
u(0) Y, + m(0) = 0. If  v(0) = 0, th en u(0) = 0 since rs # 0; in any event, 
since (n, rs) = 1, this implies that ?z divides u(0). Consequently we have 
and so Af(A) E % if and only iff(h) E X. This proves our assertion. 
Since A is an isomorphism of the finite group Y/nF, when 
(n, rU) = (n, r,,) = 1, Am, is the identity mapping on r’/nr’ for some positive 
integer m, . Consequently (Am- - 1) r’ C nr’, for some m, and all n for 
which (n, rU) = (n, ra) = 1. We will show that fin (An -I) I" = (0) by 
proving that 
n nr’ = (0). (2.3) 
h,7,)=1 
Suppose this is false. Then there exists h(A) E Z[h], h(A) # 0 such that, for 
all n for which (n, r,J = 1, there exist g(“)(h), la(n)(h) E Z(A) and 
rig’“‘(A) = h(h) + W(A) Y(h). (2.4) 
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By multiplying by a suitable power of r, , say +, we can write this in the form 
TzgfqX) = rjnh(A) + h?‘(h) Y(h) II (2.5) 
with deg (g:“‘(X)) < u as was done in (2.2) above. In particular for n = 1 
we have 
gy(h) = Y~h(A) + hp(h) r(A). (2-6) 
Multiplying (2.5) by r$ and (2.6) by r$ and subtracting we have that 
n+&‘(X) - egp](h) is a multiple of y(h) and of degree less than 
26 = deg (r(h)). Hence nr$gp)(h) - r?gi*‘(X) = 0 and so n divides g:‘)(X) 
for all n such that (n, rU) = 1 and consequently g\‘)(;\) is zero. Therefore 
g:‘(h) = gin’(h) = 0 and so by (2.4) h(X) is a multiple of r(A). This proves 
that n(n,rU)Z1 nr’ = (0) and completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We shall use the notation (8 x K) to denote the set of all 8 x K matrices 
with entries from Z[h], so that (1 x K) is the set of all row vectors with K 
entries from Z[h]. A diagonal matrix is one for which the entry in the 
(i, j) position is zero if i + j. 
An immediate generalization of Theorem 2 is 
COROLLARY 1. Let D, E (G x k) be a diagonal matrix whose nonXero entries 
are primitive polynonzials which aye not divisible by h and Zet q E (1 x k). I f  
there exist ptn) E (1 x k) and v(“) E (1 x T!) for n = 1, 2,... such that 
(Am - 1) pC,d - q = +i D, 
for all TZ = 1, 2,..., then there exists v  E (1 x f) such that q = vD, . 
COROLLmY 2. Let U E (8 x k) have the property that, whenever 
u E (1 x k), v, E (1 x e), m E 2, m # 0, and 
mXu = v,U, 
this implies the-re exists v, E (1 x C) such that 
u = VJJ. 
It follows that, if q E (1 x k) alzd there are r(~z) E (1 x k), 4”) E (1 x k) such 
that 
(Am - 1) r(n) - q E vtn)U 
for all n = 1, 2,..., then there exists a v  E (1 x 8) such that 
q =vu. 
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Proof. Since the entries of U are polynomials with rational coefficients, 
and such polynomials form a Euclidean ring, there exist (t x 6’) matrices 
A, , A; , and (K x k) matrices B, , B; whose entries are polynomials with 
rational coefficients such that ArkI; = I, B,B; = I and A,UB, is diagonal 
(cf. [2], p. 107). Consequently, there exist A, ,4’ E (8 x t)>, B, B’ E (k xk) 
and nonzero integers a, 6 such that AA’ = aI, BB’ = bI and 
AUB = D E (/ x K), a diagonal matrix. 
We may write D = D,Dl , where D, is a 8 x z! diagonal matrix such that 
its diagonal entries are nonzero entries and D, E (t x k) is a diagonal matrix 
with each of its nonzero entries a primitive polynomial. Now we show that 
the nonzero entries of D, D, , are not divisible by h. For if D has an entry 
which is divisible by h then there exists v  E (1 x /) and v’ E (1 x K) such 
that VD = hv’ and such that for no m E 2 and no v” E (1 x d) can we write 
v”D = mv’. However, if VD == Av’ then vdUI? = hv’ and so bvAU = hv’B’ 
and consequently from the property of U given in the hypothesis of the 
corollary, there exists a w E (1 x z!) such that WU = v’B’ i.e., 
wA’DB’ = abv’B’ and thus wA’D = abv’, which contradicts our previous 
statement. 
Now suppose the hypothesis of the statement to be proved and 
(An - 1) r(n) -q = vtn)U, n = 1, 2,... . 
Put VP) = @)A’ so that v?‘A = a@’ for all n = 1,2,... . Then 
(hn - 1) ar(“)B = aqB - avnUB = vp)AUB = v,(ll)D,D, . 
By Corollary 1 it follows that aqB = v,D, for some va E (1 x 8). Now let D;l 
be a diagonal matrix with integer entries such that D,D;1 = dI for some 
nonzero integer d and put vi = vnDi so that v;D, = dv, . Then 
daqB = dv,D, = viD,D, = v;AUB and hence daq = v;AU. Again em- 
ploying the property of U given in the hypothesis we obtain q = v,U for 
some va E (1 x 4). This proves Corollary 2. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We have to prove (1.1) or (1.2), i.e., we have to show that if there exist 
y?‘(h), p&I) E Z[X], i, j = l,..., k and all integers n = 1, 2 ,... such that 
(A” -I) (7?‘(A) yl + *-’ + rJ?‘(A) yk> = &(A) y + ‘-’ + qk(A) yk (3.1) 
for n = 1, 2,..., then 4d4 YI + “- + &&d) yk = 0. 
(1 x k) is a finitely generated module over the Noetherian ring Z[h] and 
@ = {u = (u&i),..., t&(h)) such that U,(A) yr -1 . . . + uk(A) yk = 0} is a sub- 
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module of (1 x k) and is therefore finitely generated. Consequently there 
exist ui = (z+(A),~.., z+,(A)), i = l,..., 8, in (1 x k) such that 
a! = {v$l, + a-* + v&; v1 )...) Vf E Z[A]). 
From (2.1) we have 
where 
(A” - 1) r+(n) - q = (7pu, + *-a + VG(n41L) = ,%I, 
rCn) = (r;“‘(h),..., i; (A)), 4 = M%-, c7.&)) E (1 x 4, 
,(n) = (fp,..., vy)) E (1 x G), 
and U E (L’ x k) has rows ul ,..., IQ. Moreover, the matrix U satisfies the 
conditions of Corollary 2 since 
nzqu,(A) A, + .-. + u,(A) Yk) = 0 
implies 
44 Yl + -*- + u&q yk = 0 
(A is an isomorphism of [A; y1 ,..., yJ into itself and [A; yr ,..., yk] is 
torsion-free). 
Therefore by Corollary 2 we have q = VU for some v  E (1 x k’), i.e., 
cd4 Yl + *** + qk(A) ys = 0. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
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